
 
 

Webinar Launch - Core Emails 

1. Invitation 
2. Confirmation 
3. Resend 
4. Workbook 
5. 24 hours reminder 
6. Pitch 
7. Replay 
8. FAQ’s 
9. Success Stories 
10. Cart Close 
11. Downsell 

Invitation - Send out to your list, but can also be turned into smaller social media snippets to promote the webinar. 

Confirmation - Send to webinar signups, get them excited, send the link and entice them to show up live. 

Resend - Resend the initial invitation to people who didn’t open the first one and try a different angle. 

Workbook - (Optional) Send people who have registered for the webinar an email with a printable resource as this increases 
your show rate for the webinar, and boosts engagement during the webinar. 

24 hours reminder - Before the webinar begins send another reminder and build the excitement. 
 
Last minute reminder - 1 hour to go (very brief email with the link) 

Pitch - Re-pitch the offer you made live to those who watched the webinar (this is a great time to share a fast-action bonus, 
but be mindful that if you want to give the replay people time to get a fast action bonus too, then you’ll need to give them 48 
hours for the bonus) 

Replay - Send out the replay to those who haven’t yet watched - give them 24 hours to watch and if you are doing a fast 
action bonus, share that too! 

FAQs - your chance to bust some objections to the offer! 

Success Stories - Share those fabulous wins and stories about your happy customers. 

Cart close - People need a deadline to encourage them to make a buying decision! Don’t be afraid to send out multiple emails 
on cart close day. 

Down-sell - Pitch an alternative offer, especially if you’re selling a high-ticket offer. Don’t leave money on the table! 72 hours 
after cart close. 



 

======================== 

Invitation - this is the one that you really need to work on! 

Idea here for you…. 

Subject: {Free masterclass} Are you ready to #### insert big promise ###? 

Hello ##firstname##!  
 
I’ve been having a lot of conversations with my lovely community recently about ### insert biggest frustration ### and I 
decided the time has come to dish everything I know to help you ###achieve the big promise###. 

You all know how much I LOVE to teach what I’ve learned on my journey from ### to ###. 

So today I wanted to invite you to join me for a special training I’m hosting on… 

#### insert big promise #### 

I’m going to be covering….  

### Golden nugget 1 ### 

### Golden nugget 2 ### 

### Golden nugget 3 ### 

It’s going to be an EPIC training, and I’ve packed it full of my best tips, strategies and knowledge bombs! 

You won’t want to miss it! 

Sign up now as spots are limited…. {{{LINK}}} 
 
YOUR SIGNOFF 

======================== 

Confirmation 



 
Subject: Your seat for ###webinar name### is reserved! 

Hello ##firstname##! 

I’m so excited that you’re registered for my free workshop to help you ####webinar promise####. I’m going to show you  
#### golden nugget 1 ####, ####golden nugget 2#### and ###golden nugget 3###. 

Here's all the information you need... 

When is the webinar? 

The workshop is taking place on Date / Time (That’s 2pm Eastern Time, 11am Pacific Time etc etc). You’ll want to note that 
down because I’ll be giving away my ####special resource### for those that show up live! 

How do I access the webinar? 

5 minutes before simply click on link I’ve emailed you and follow the instructions to join. I’ll be there a few minutes early to 
welcome you live! 

How do I get the most from the webinar? 

To ###achieve the webinar promise### , there’s just one thing I need from you: 

To show up live! That’s all you have to do! I'm going to be giving you all my very best strategies and answering all your questions 
live on the call and those that show up live get all their questions answered AND grab my ###special freebie### 

Here’s the date and time of the webinar again: Date / Time…. (That's 2pm ET, 11am PT etc etc.) 

SIGNOFF 

P.S. What’s the #1 question I can answer for you live on the call? Hit reply and let me know!  

======================== 

Resend 

Resend the invitation email to those who haven’t opened the first invitation, trying a different angle or subject line. 

Split test by sending out another invite a few days other with a completely different subject. 



 
======================== 

Workbook 

Hi there ###firstname###! 

I’m so excited that you’re planning to attend my ###webinar title#### on DATE AND TIME. (It’s only 3 days away now!)  

I wanted to get this ###extra special workbook into your hands so you can print it off and get ready to  

It’s going to be a lot of fun and I’ll be sharing some of my ### best strategies on X subject ###. 

One of my favourite things in my business is helping folks like you who want to ####achieve desired result #### but are 
genuinely ready to take the steps to get there. 

But look, I know how these things work…. 

You registered with every intention of showing up live for the event. 

But now it’s been a few days, your schedule is getting a little crazzzzyyy and you’re thinking… 

“I’ll catch the next webinar she does.”  

(By the way, at this stage I don’t know when I’ll be doing the webinar again) 

Transparency - I’ve done this too. 

But here’s what I know…  

I know life often gets in the way of us doing the things that will propel us forward and resistance always creeps in when we’re 
growing. 

Cue the excuses…. 

“I don’t have enough time.”  
“I’m too tired” 
“I have a mountain of work / housework to do.” 

I know you signed up because you absolutely want to learn how to ### achieve desired result ### and if you’re sick of #### 
biggest pain point###… NOW IS THE TIME. 

By showing up live you’re investing in YOU and the changes you want to make, and the way you’ll get the most from what I’m 
about to share is asking questions that are related to your situation.  

And sadly, when it comes to webinars… even when people say “I’ll watch the replay” they rarely do, so they rarely implement.  



 

Let’s make this a bright new chapter for you. 

I’ll see you on #DATE AND TIME OF WEBINAR# 

YOUR SIGNOFF 

P.S. If you have questions about how this training relates to your specific challenge, hit reply and ask - I’d be happy to chat with 
you :) 

=================================== 

24 hours reminder (can also send a short 1 hour email before) 

Subject:  

Hi ###firstname###! 

I'm busy prepping for tomorrow's webinar at ###time and timezone### and I'm super excited to share all of this goodness with 
you!  

I'm going to take you through #### webinar promise #### and I’ll be sharing some actionable steps that can instantly help you 
move forwards to ###acheiving desired result###. 
 
I'm all about abundance in my life, so in this webinar I'll be sharing all my biggest secrets - I’m giving it all away! 

See you on the training lovely! 

Laura 

P.S. If you’re a little unsure how this all works, hit reply and we can help you with the tech :)  

===================================== 



 

Pitch 

This one is really down to you lovely, but remember to sell the BENEFITS not 
the FEATURES. 

===================================== 

Replay 

Subject: ###Share a takeaway as the subject### e.g “You blew my mind when you said…# 

Hello ### first name ###, 

Sorry you missed the webinar yesterday! You missed me diving into ####golden nugget 1###, ####golden nugget 2### AND 
####golden nugget 3### and it was such an amazing event. 

I loved every minute and so did the other attendees, including ###name of person who shared a takeaway###! 

{{{Insert screengrab of their key takeaway}}} 

You missed a great session and I was blown away by the fact that everyone who attended stayed for the WHOLE thing. I’ll take 
that as a good sign that the webinar was high value :)  
 
As I've had so many requests to watch it, I decided to make the replay available for the next 24 hours so you don't miss out.  

Here's the link to watch 

So carve out some time today and lets get you on the path to ### achieving desired result ### 
 
YOUR SIGNOFF 

===================================== 

FAQ’s 

Subject: Is ### super awesome offer ### right for me? 



 
Hello Laura, 

As you know yesterday I opened up doors for the ###super awesome offer### and I’ve been getting some great questions 
about it so decided to answer some of the key ones here….  

Q - ### insert key objection to them buying your offer ### 
Answer it! 

 
Q - ### insert another objection to them buying your offer ### 
Answer it! 

Etc etc. 

Ultimately though, I know that taking a leap into the unknown can be scary which is why I have this #### your guarantee 
#### in place.  
 
I want to make this an easy HELL YES! 
But if I haven’t answered your question here, simply hit reply and I’d be happy to answer in private :-)  

YOUR SIGNOFF 

===================================== 

Success Stories 

Subject: Will it work for me? 

It’s been lovely seeing so many of you considering joining “awesome offer” and if you’re yet to make the leap, perhaps you’re 
wondering… “Will it work for me?” 

In England we’re taught not to “blow our own trumpet” but heck I totally don’t need to when I’ve got such lovely customers 
tooting it for me! 

It’s amazing to think that it wasn’t that long ago they were where so many of you are right now! 

People like Mrs Smith, who admitted that before she decided to join,  she was concerned that *** insert biggest fear about 
buying ***. 

“INSERT SUCCESS STORY 1”  

And Mr Jones, who said *** insert objection ***…. 



 
“INSERT SUCCESS STORY 2” 
 
And perhaps my personal favourite story…. 

“INSERT SUCCESS STORY 3” 

And there are many, many more stories of people just like you that ### achieved desired result #### when they made the 
leap. *** link to testimonials if you have a page of them *** 

If you have any unanswered questions, hit reply and I’ll be happy to answer. 

Laura x  

===================================== 

Cart Close 

Subject: On the fence about ##offer name## 

Maybe you’ve visited the enrolment page 3 or 4 times now. 

You keep going back and reading through and it seems like just what you need. 

You’ve hovered over the buy button. 

But something’s holding you back.

The horrible F word... 

Fear. 

Maybe you’ve ###experienced x struggle### in the past.  

{{{{{ Add short Personal story / customer story }}}} 

You’re not alone.  

I wish I could tell you I’ve always had huge success with ###desired result### but I’ve had some epic failures.  

In the ###awesome offer### you can shortcut your own success by learning from my mistakes and follow a proven 
methodology just like all the people just like you that you’ve heard about over the past few days. 

or 



 

People like YOU are the exact reason I created my ###awesome product###! I could see this common frustration just didn’t 
to be there anymore and it could so easily be solved. 

If this can work for our customers all over the world then it absolutely can work for you too 

And that’s why this is SO DIFFERENT.  

It’s been designed specifically with you in mind. 

### Talk about the big promise and why this is different ### 

e.g…… for transformational experiences… 

It’s a coaching experience with the best hand-holding and support you’ll ever get.  

All the “tech know-how”, training and workshops are the icing on the cake.  

Because what’s most important is you have someone you by your side pulling you through the challenges and  
helping you do the scarier things.  

Keeping you accountable to your goals and helping you focus on the right things.  

Showing you what works and what doesn't so you don't have to waste your time and money figuring things out for yourself. 

And I want to be that person to you.  

Getting you to where you want to be is the reason I get up every day and do what I do.  

It’s my oxygen in business.  

I can’t promise it will be easy, but I can promise it will be FAR EASIER with me there throughout the whole of this year and 
you will love the results. 

So lets take a brave leap together…  

Enrolment closes ### IN X HOURS ### and I won't be opening doors again for a long time. 

Join me here

Laura :)

=====================================



 

Downsell - only to non-buyers 

Subject: I hear you :-) 

Phew! What a week! I’ve been blown away by how many of you signed up to ###super awesome offer###. 

I also know that some of you were disappointed that you couldn’t make it happen this time round. I want you to know that I 
have been listening and spent a lot of time over the past few days thinking about how I can best serve you. 

And if that’s you, you’ll want to pay close attention to this email :)  
 
Here’s what I’ve decided to do… 

##### PITCH THE DOWNSELL & SELL THE BENEFITS! #### 

Remember that this offer will only be available for the next 72 hours and then it will be gone! 
 
YOUR SIGNOFF 

P.S. Hit reply if you have any questions about this ###super awesome down-sell###! 


